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The objective initially assigned to the ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl validation task was to draw a
synthesis of the ability of the code to correctly reproduce the main physical processes occurring during
severe accidents. Therefore, both the domain in which the ICARE/CATHARE VI modl predictions are
satisfactory (good confidence level) and, conversely, the identification of the main code deficiencies
have to be highlighted.
After a brief recall of the validation strategy and the current status of the work, this paper summarizes
the main lessons which were drawn by IPSN from the validation activity which was conducted during
the last two years (in 2000-2001) in the particular framework of the Users' Club (both IPSN and
several foreign partners were involved in this task, under the management of IPSN).

The ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl validation matrix was established by IPSN in 1999, accounting for the
recommendations provided in 1996 in a dedicated OECD report and including the recent extensions of
the SFD experimental data bank (C.I.T data, PHEBUS FP, QUENCH, ... ).
The validation matrix is composed of thermalhydraulics non-regression tests (to handle conditions
corresponding to the front end of a severe accident), Separate-Effect-Tests, integral experiments
covering both the early and late degradation phases as well as "circuit" experiments including the
hydraulics loops.
The final synthesis of the ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl assessment is now under progress at IPSN and
should be completed by the end of 2001.
This synthesis shall allow to know under what kind of conditions (and up to which time) the Vlmodl
version can be reasonably used for reactor studies. In addition, recommendations for an optimal use
of the Vlmodl version will be gathered through an update of the existing Users' Guidelines (special
guide devoted to help code users in preparing best-estimate input data for reactor studies with
ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl). Finally, this synthesis should also allow to identify the needs of model
developments and/or improvements (both confirmations of developments already planned and new
suggestions are expected to be outlined) and to exhibit indications about the needs for future
experiments.

The main "Users' Guidelines" are not displayed in this paper because they were already presented
during the "ICARE/CATHARE User's Club Seminar" which was held just before the current seminar on
"Progress and Future Trends in core Degradation Modelling".
Thus, the main lessons drawn from the ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl assessment are presented here
only in terms of modelling capabilities and shortcomings, along with an identification of the main
developments needed.

As far as the the boundary conditions are well defined (frequent need to adjust the radial heat losses
during the calibration phases), the bundle thermal behaviour is in general well reproduced before the
escalation and relocation phases.
Concerning the process of oxidation by steam, it is well simulated for both steel rods and zircaloy rods
in pure vapor atmosphere (ideal or limited steam supply). Conversely, there is a tendency, in the
Vlmodl version, to slightly overestimate the real steam flux available at the wall in case of
steam/hydrogen flow. Moreover, the lack of specific model to deal with the oxidation of rich-Zr mixtures
(in particular U-O-Zr mixtures) leads to a miscalculation of the hydrogen production as soon as a
significant material relocation is achieved.
Concerning fuel/cladding interactions, acceptable results could generally be obtained assuming the
fuel dissolution by molten zircaloy to be driven by convective processes. However, large deviations in
the code results have been observed when changing the solubility limit curves through optional data. It
means that implementing in ICARE/CATHARE adequate U-O-Zr phase diagrams is one of the key-
issues of future code modelling activities.



In addition, the competition between the cladding oxidation and the simultaneous U02 and rO2
dissolutions is directly driving the cladding embrittlement conditions. And, unfortunately, the lack of
Separate-effect-Tests in this area prevented us to investigate in detail the conditions of cladding
failure. It was just demonstrated against Integral Tests that that a unique set of loss of integrity criteria
(based on a couple of parameters such as the cladding temperature and the zirconia shell thickness)
could not cover the wide range of SFD conditions which were studied. To sum-up, it should be
probably necessary to wait for the future COLOSS and MADRAGUE experimental data to prepare a
cladding failure best-estimate model. Waiting for that, users are highly invited to proceed
systematically to sensitivity studies by changing these criteria.
More generally, the modelling of the transition phase (fuel liquefaction, fuel fragmentation, cladding
embrittlement, ... ) needs further improvements.
Concerning the movement of materials, very promising results have been obtained with the 2-D
relocation model against both early and late degradation experiments. However, some miscalculation
of the control rod materials flow down was observed and has to be corrected. In addition, it was
pointed out that the lack of magma oxidation model was probably the most important shortcoming of
this 2-D relocation model.
As far as the late degradation phase is concerned, a good prediction of the thermal behaviour has
been generally achieved using an equivalent thermal conductivity including the effect of the
conduction in solid and gas phases as well as the radiation between solid particles. Moreover, it is
interesting to note that best-estimate results were obtained against various experiments with the same
correlation, making this correlation valid in a wide range of particle sizes (from 024 mm up to 2 mm).
As regards the other main late phase phenomena, such as debris slumping (appearance of cavities),
evolution of the debris bed to a molten pool and thermal behaviour of the molten pool, they have been

qualitatively well predicted by ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl. But, the strong coupling between all these
phenomena, and mainly between the chemistry and the movement of materials, makes difficult the

validation of each process independently from the others. In any case, beyond the lack of a magma
oxidation model, these late phase studies have more generally highlighted shortcomings in the

treatment of the complex chemical interactions which are expected to take place in debris/magma

configurations.
Limitations of the Vlmodl reflooding model to deal with the quenching of hot rods have been also
underlined, the lack of dedicated reflooding model to deal with highly degraded cores being another

important shortcoming of this version.
Finally, the well-known limitations of the 1-D thermalhydraulics model have been confirmed by this

large validation activity. Indeed, on one hand, the best-estimate simulation of the PHEBUS FPT4 could
be achieved only using the 2-D gaseous thermalhydraulics model on the other hand, numerical

problems, resulting from the total blockages of 1-D channels, were encountered to simulate the

reflooding phases in large degraded cores (LOFT-FP2 and TMI-2 calculations).

In addition to the code assessment, several reactor studies have been performed with
ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl. The main aim of this complementary work was to perform best-estimate

calculations for safety purposes relative to both PWR and VVER reactor designs. Moreover, in the
case of French PWRs, ]CARE/CATHARE applications are also currently performed as a support to the
PSA-2 studies which is underway at IPSN using the ASTEC code as basic tool.
Beyond this double objective, in-vessel ICARE2 stand-alone applications are also periodically carried

out to zoom on particular phenomena. Waiting for the future ICARE/CATHARE V2 version, these
studies bring to us very interesting information allowing, for instance, to analyse alternative scenarii of

the corium slumping into the lower plenum.
Finally, the TMI-2 transient data provides a unique opportunity to validate the code in real conditions
and it is the reason why the simulation of the TMI-2 accident with ICARE/CATHARE has been added

to the V1 modl validation matrix.

To sum-up, the main limitations which have been identified in Vlmodl concern the 1-D two-phase
thermalhydraulics, the too large sensitivity of the cladding embrittlement criteria (resulting from
uncertainties on dissolution processes under steam atmosphere), the lack of accurate modelling of the
reflooding of degraded cores and the poor description of the chemical interactions in debris/magma
configurations (lack of accurate phase diagrams, lack of U-O-Zr oxidation model, ... ). These
shortcomings should be overcome by future code versions (V2, V3) to allow best-estimate reactor

studies with ICARE/CATHARE to be reasonably extended to highly degraded core conditions.
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STRATEGY OF ICARE/CATHARE V1 APPLICATIONS

Code Assessment
o To validate in detail (as far as possible separately) the physical models

4 Separate-Effect-Tests

13 To globally evaluate the code capabilities in realistic SFD conditions

-* Integral Tests

13 To evaluate uncertainties on physical responses

-* Resort to the statistical SUNSET tool or to )) experiment design 55 methods

Reactor studies
13 To perform best-estimate calculations for safety purposes

i3 To support PSA-2 studies carried out at IPSN with the ASTEC code

[3 To evaluate and improve the code reliability in real SFD conditions

o To zoom on particular phenomena with the ICARE2 "stand-alone" version
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4 To study, for instance, alternative scenarii of corium slumping into plenum

ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl (cont'd)

+Validation str
[3 Definition of the validation matrix and realisation of the validation synthesis

by IPSN
13 2-years task duration (extended matrix, comparative assessments)
13 Validation activities conducted in the framework of the ICARE2 Users' Club

under the management of IPSN
-* Qualified and experienced engineers

Validation status and objectives
13 Synthesis under progress to be completed by 1PSN by the end of 2001

4 Evaluation of the Vlmodl modelling capabilities and deficiencies

4 Edition of Users' Guidelines for best-estimate V1 mod reactor studies
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-+ Identification of needs on developments and/or model improvements
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE VI modl

+Validation matrix
r3 Large and rather complete validation matrix defined in 1999 by PSN

accounting for both recommendations provided in 1996 in a OECD report
and recent evolutions of the experimental SFD databank (such as C.I.T data,
PHEBUS FP and QUENCH experiments)

4 Thermal-hydraulics non regression tests (front end of a SA sequence)

4 Separate-Effect Tests

-* Small-scale experiments (early and late degradation phases)

4 Both PWR and VVER rod bundles

4 "Circuit" calculations with hydraulics loops (LOFT-FP2, TMI-2)

[3 The detailed matrix is provided on the ICARE/CATHARE booklet
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl (cont'd)

Main Physical responses an
o Thermal-hydraulics and mechanics under DBA conditions (front end)

i3 T.Hydraulics and thermal behaviour (early and late degradation phases)

13 Fuel rod and control rod mechanical and chemical behaviour

4 Creep, Burst, Embrittlement, Oxidation, Dissolution, ...

c3 Fission products release

13 Properties of U-O-Zr mixtures (phase diagrams)

13 Movement and relocation of materials

13 Thermal behaviour of porous media

13 Evolution of debris beds to molten pools and molten pool behaviour

13 Bundle behaviour under quenching conditions

13 Lower head failure
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE V1 modl (cont'd)

Front end of a SA accident
o ICARE/CATHARE simulations (thermics and mechanics) consistent with the

CATHARE2 ones when accounting for a radial meshing of the fuel column

+Thermal behaviour
i3 Rod thermal behaviour generally well reproduced by the code when the

boundary conditions are well established (need to adjust radial heat losses)

4 Before escalation and relocation phases (conduction/convection/radiation)

* Control rod behaviour
i3 Correct simulation of the rod failure and relocation (AIC and 134C absorber)

* Fission products release
i3 Promising results obtained with the ELSA model developed at IPSN
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE VI modl (cont'd)

* Steel oxidation by steam
i3 Correct simulation of oxidation kinetics for austenitic steels

* ry oxidation by steam
13 Two alternative approaches in ICARE/CATHARE V modl

4 Parabolic kinetics with optional correlations (Prater-Cathcart and Urbanic)

-* Solution of diffusion equations
13 Good simulations in pure steam atmosphere (ideal limited steam supply)
13 Conversely, tendency to overestimate the real steam available at the wall in

case of steam/hydrogen environment
13 Inadequation of both oxidation models to deal properly with the oxidation of

rich-Zr relocated mixtures
-* Important issue in particular for U-O-Zr mixtures
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl (cont'd)

* U02 liquefaction by solid ry
o Correct reproduction of S.E.T data with parabolic kinetics
13 Satisfactory simulation of Integral Tests (only few tests are concerned)

* U02and rO2dissolution by molten Zrv
13 Acceptable results generally got for U02 assuming a convective process
13 Main findings about dissolution processes

-*Greater influence of the solubility limit compared to the kinetics

4 Fuel dissolution is endothermic while zirconia one is exothermic

13 Main findings about U-O-Zr compounds

4 Large deviations in the results can come from inadequate phase diagrams

4 More details to be given in the presentation on thermo-chemical databases
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE VI modl (cont'd)

Simultaneous dissolutions and cladding embrittlernent
o Cladding embrittlement can result from a thermal shock (cooling) or from

the oxidation/dissolution competition (erosion/corrosion stages for rO2)

i3 Lack of S.E.T. data to assess the simultaneous operation of both fuel and
zirconia dissolution models under steam atmosphere
+Impossibility to investigate in detail the cladding embrittlement conditions

+Confirmation that a unique set of loss of integrity criteria (Temp, thick) cannot
cover the wide range of SFID conditions which were studied

41-ligh uncertain parameter with SUNSET (sensitivity studies are recommended)
o Wait for COLOSS and MADRAGUE data to prepare a B.E. model
C3 More generally, inadequate modelling in ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl to deal

accurately with the transition phase, along with the irradiation effects (early
fuel liquefaction, fuel fragmentation,
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl (cont'd)

Movement and relocation of materials
i3 Good results obtained using the 2-D model against late phase experiments
13 Very promising results also obtained for the early degradation phase, in

particular in case of large bundles
4 Very important finding in view of extrapolation to full scale studies

13 But, two main shortcomings, compared to the "old" 1-D model
4 Deviations in the flow-down of the control rod materials (time and elevation)

4 Significant underestimation of the hydrogen production due to the lack of
magma oxidation model in V1 mod 

i3 Need to review and probably update the evaluation of magma properties
(Tsol, Tliq, viscosity versus solid fraction, surface tension, ... )
4 More generally, a revision of the material properties database should be

profitable, focusing on mixtures (complex compounds)
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ASSESSMENT OF ICAREXATHARE VI modl (cont'd)

+Late phase models 12)
r3 Good prediction of the thermal behaviour of debris beds using an equivalent

conductivity including the effect of the conduction in solid and gas phases
as well as the radiation between solid particles
-* Same correlation valid in a wide range of particle sizes 0.24 mm - 2 mm)

13 Correct prediction of the main late phase phenomena such as debris
slumping (appearance of a cavity), evolution of the debris bed to a molten
pool and thermal behaviour and expansion of the molten pool

13 But difficulties to validate each phenomenon independently from others

-* Strong coupling between chemistry and melt relocation

4 Beyond the lack of magma oxidation, the late phase studies have more
generally highlighted shortcomings in the treatment of chemical interactions
in debris/magma configurations
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE Vlmodl (cont'd)

Late phase models 22)
r3 The code ability to correctly predict the main late phase phenomena needs

to be further studied under other cooling conditions (to confirm the
satisfactory code responses obtained yet)

4 Conclusions drawn mainly from simulations without fluid flow

+ Except in the case of PHEBUS FPT4 (gaseous atmosphere)

13 Lack of validation of the molten pool "natural convection" model

+ In the tests selected (ACRR, FPT4) the molten pool progression was mainly
driven by the thermal conditions in the bottom of the debris bed leading to
activate only the "homogeneous temperature field" model during the validation
process
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ASSESSMENT OF ICARE/CATHARE V1 modl (cont'd)

* Reflooding
13 Action limited to a "prospective" validation in the quenching area

-* To bring additional information as a support of planned developments

* Reflooding (therma1hydraulics asp
13 Difficulties to deal with the quenching of hot rods (underestimation of the

cooling rate)

The enhancement of heat fluxes downsteam the quench front is modelled
as in CATHARE2 (account for wall-droplets contact)

But the wetting at high temperatures is out of the CATHARE2 scope
(Minimum Film Boiling Temperature correlation )

* Reflooding (degradation as
13 Inability to deal with the oxidation of rich-Zr relocated mixtures
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ASSESSMENT OF ICAREXATHARE V1 modl (end)

De-gradation and therma1hydraulics
i3 The best-estimate simulation of the PHEBUS FPT4 could be achieved only

using the 2-13 gaseous thermalhydraulics model available in Vlmodl

4 Confirmation that the multi-D effects become preponderant in case of flow
blockages and/or large cavity appearance

13 Satisfactory simulations of the tests with hydraulic loops up to a large
degradation (LOFT-FP2 and TMI-2)

13 Numerical problems often faced in Vlmodl to deal with two-phase flows as
soon as a significant degradation is achieved

Difficulties encountered to simulate the reflooding phase of TMI-2

But difficulties not so surprising because such conditions (total blockage of
1 -D channels) are far beyond the validity domain of the V1 version
(inadequate flow distribution around the blocked zones,
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CONCLUSION ABOUT ICAREXATHARE V1 ASSESSMENT

Main capabilities of the V1 version
[3 Correct simulation of the front end when the fuel column is meshed radially

[3 Good evaluation of the bundle thermal behaviour before escalation and
relocation phases

r3 Good prediction of the thermal behaviour of debris beds

c3 Satisfactory simulation of the control rod failure and relocation (AIC & 134C)

i3 Correct evaluation of the steel and Zry oxidation kinetics in pure steam flow

13 Acceptable prediction of the fuel/cladding interactions in rod-like geometry

c3 Very good results obtained for the material distribution using the 2-1)
relocation model against late phase experiments

13 Promising results also obtained when applying this 2-1) model for the early
degradation phase, in particular in case of large bundles

i3 Prediction of the main late phase phenomena qualitatively correct
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CONCLUSION ABOUT ICAREXATHARE V ASSESSMENT (end)

Main shortcomings of the V1 version
m 1-D two-phase thermal-hydraulics

Ill Inability to model properly the cladding embrittlernent using simple loss of
integrity criteria (need to improve the treatment of simultaneous oxidation and
U02 and rO2dissolution processes)

• Lack of accurate model to deal with the oxidation of U-O-Zr mixtures

• Lack of magma oxidation (when using the 2-D relocation model which is the
recommended model to perform best-estimate full scale studies)

• Insufficient description of the phase diagrams for complex mixtures

• More generally, shortcomings of the V version to well describe the complex
interactions which are expected to take place in debris/magma configuration

• Inadequation of the V reflooding model to simulate, in bundle geometry, the
quenching of hot rods

• No model in VI to deal with the reflooding of highly degraded cores
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ICARE/CATHARE VI validation matrix

Separate Effect Tests

Oxidation reactions Zr tube oxidation, Steel tube oxidation, B4C oxidation
Fuel rod chemistry U02 liquefaction by solid Zr, U02 and rO2 dissolution by molten Zr

Control rod chemistry AlC/Zr interaction, Steel/Zr interaction, dissolution of steel by B4C
Fuel rod mechanics Clad ballooning/rupture under large break LOCA conditions (non-regression test)

REBEKA-6 Clad ballooning/rupture in bundle configuration (LOCA conditions)
LHF Lower head mechanical behaviour and failure tests

QUENCH Rig Single rod reflooding (rod poorly degraded)
BAFOND Thermal exchanges from a molten pool to surrounding walls (nat. conv. with simulant)

Thermal-hydraulics non-regression tests

CANON vertical Blow-down experiment
PERICLES boil-up Boil-up experiment
PERICLES boil-off Boil-off experiments

PERICLES reflooding Reflooding experiments
LOFT L2.5 Large break LOCA scenario
LSTF-18 Small break LOCA scenario

Degradation phase experiments

PHEBUS SFD B9+ Bundle degradation (clad oxidation fuel dissolution melt relocation)
PHEBUS SFD C3+ Bundle degradation 1-102 dissolution by solid Zr and molten Zr + melt relocation)
PHEBUS SFD AIC Bundle degradation (clad oxidation AIC control rod behaviour melt relocation)
PHEBUS FP FPTO Early phase, transition phase and late degradation phase with fresh fuel
PHEBUS FP FPT1 Test similar to PHEBUS FPTO with higher burn-up fuel
PHEBUS FP FPT2 Similar to PHEBUS FPT1 with reducing conditions in the coolant
PHEBUS FP FPT4 Debris bed and molten pool behaviour

PBF SFD-ST Bundle degradation (with core uncovering) under high pressure, high mass flow rate and quick
cooling

PBF SFD-1.1 Similar to PBF SFD-ST with low mass flow rate and slow cooling
PBF SFD-1.4 Similar to PBF SFD-1.1 with several AIC control rods and high burn-up fuel
NRU FLHT-5 Bundle degradation (including core uncovering) with full length for fuel rods

CORA-2 Early degradation phase for a PWR-type bundle without control rod
CORA-5 Early degradation phase for a PWR-type bundle with a AIC control rod

CORA-12 Similar to CORA-5 with a final reflooding
CORA-13 Similar to CORA-1 2 with different conditions for the final reflooding
CORA-W1 Early degradation phase for a VVER-type bundle without control rod
CORA-W2 Early degradation phase for a VVER-type bundle with a B4C control rod

QUENCH-01 Quenching by water of a partly damaged bundle (T=1 850K at reflooding)
QUENCH-06 Similar to QUENCH-01 with different pre-oxidation conditions

CODEX VVER-2 Bundle degradation in a VVER-type bundle without control rod
CODEX-B4C Bundle degradation in a VVER-type bundle containing a B4C control rod
CODEX AIT-1 Bundle degradation under air ingress conditions
ACRR-MP1 Melting of a ceramic debris bed with crust formation
ACRR-MP2 Similar to ACRR-MP1 test with a higher maximum temperature
ACRR-DC1 Melting of a dry debris bed composed of fuel/steel
ACRR-ST1 Early phase melt progression associated to irradiated fuel (high burn-up)

SCARABEE BF1 Early and late degradation phases with molten pool formation
RASPLAV AW-200-4 Behaviour of a prototypic core melt located in the lower head

Degradation tests with hydraulic loops

LOFT-LP FP2 "Large bundle" degradation with a final reflooding
TMI-2 SFD transient in a reactor


